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Conservation Ecology syllabus

Syllabus: Conservation Ecology

11:216:317
Wednesdays 9:15-12:15, 123 ENR
3 credits
SEBS/SAS Core Curriculum: 21st Century Challenges, Writing and Communication
Professor Rachael Winfree
room 128, Dept of Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources
rwinfree@rutgers.edu
Rene Clark, TA
rclark848@gmail.com
- readings are discussed on the day they are listed
- all assignments are due to Sakai by 9:15am the day they are listed
- readings are available as pdfs on Sakai / Resources / folder for that class
- assignments are turned in to Sakai / Assignments / folder for that assignment
class 1, jan 22 Course intro / lecture: biodiversity
no readings
class 2, jan 29 Biodiversity
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading
Soulé ME. 1985. What is Conservation Biology? BioScience 35:727-734.
May RM. 1992. How many species inhabit the Earth? Scientific American, October 1992:18-24.
O'Neill JP, Lane DF, Kratter AW, Capparella AP, Joo CF. 2000. A Striking New Species of Barbet
(Capitoninae: Capito) from the Eastern Andes of Peru. The Auk 117(3):569-577.
Kareiva P, Marvier M. 2012. What is Conservation Science? Bioscience 62(11):962-969.
Wilson, E O. 1992. The unexplored biosphere. Pages 131-162 in The Diversity of Life. Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, MA.
class 3, feb 5 Ecosystem services
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading
Heal G. 2000. Basic economics, chapter 2: Pages 21-42 in Heal, G. Nature and the Marketplace.
Island Press, Washington, D.C.
Balmford A, Bruner A, Cooper P, Costanza R, Farber S, Green RE, Jenkins M, et al. 2002.
Economic Reasons for Conserving Wild Nature. Science 297 (5583):950-953.
Kleijn D, Winfree R, Bartomeus I, Carvalheiro LG, et al. 2015. Delivery of Crop Pollination
Services is an Insufficient Argument for Wild Pollinator Conservation. Nature Communications
6:1-8.
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Max, D T. 2014. Green is good. The New Yorker, 12 May 2014 issue, 54-63
Tercek, M and J Adams. 2013. Nature's Fortune: How Business and Society Thrive by Investing in
Nature. Basic Books, New York.
Choose ONE of the following three chapters to read and write up for your WWA:
- Maybe it's not Chinatown after all (on water as an ecosystem service; pages 1-17)
- Investing in the future in the face of climate change (pages 127-145)
- The business case for nature (pages 165-187)
class 4, feb 12 Habitat loss
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading
Robinson SK, Thompson FR, Donovan TM, Whitehead DR, and Faaborg J. 1995. Regional Forest
Fragmentation and the Nesting Success of Migratory Birds. Science 267(5206):1987-1990.
Terborgh J, Lopez L, Nunez P, Rao M, Shahabuddin G, Orihuela G, Riveros M, et al. 2001.
Ecological Meltdown in Predator-Free Forest Fragments. Science 294(5548):1923-1926.
Moore RP, Robinson WD, Lovette IJ, Robinson TR. 2008. Experimental Evidence for Extreme
Dispersal Limitation in Tropical Forest Birds. Ecology Letters 11(9):960-968.
DeFries RS, Rudel T, Uriarte M, Hansen M. 2010. Deforestation Driven by Urban Population
Growth and Agricultural Trade in the Twenty-First Century. Nature Geoscience 3(3):178-181.
Fahrig L. 2018. Forty years of bias in habitat fragmentation research. Pages 32-38 in Kareiva D,
et al., editors. Effective Conservation Science: Data Not Dogma. Oxford University Press, New
York.
class 5, feb 19 Overharvesting
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading
due: if you are leading a paper discussion, turn in ‘LeadingDiscussion’ for the paper you are
leading, plus the usual weekly writing assignment for the other 4 papers
due: 1-PAGE TOPIC FOR RESEARCH PAPER - upload to Sakai before class
Redford KH. 1992. The empty forest. Bioscience 42(6):412-422.`
Jackson JBC, et al. 2001. Historical overfishing and the recent collapse of coastal ecosystems.
Science 293:629-638.
Wright TF, et al. 2001. Nest poaching in neotropical parrots. Conservation Biology 15:710-720.
Goettsch, B et al. 2015. High proportion of cactus species threatened with extinction. Nature
Plants: article number 15142
McCauley, DJ, et al. 2015. Marine defaunation: Animal loss in the global ocean. Science 347:
1255641-1 to -7
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class 6, feb 26 Invasive species
guest instructor: Rene Clark
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading
due: if you are leading a paper discussion, turn in ‘LeadingDiscussion’ for the paper you are
leading, plus the usual weekly writing assignment for the other 4 papers
Gurevitch, Padilla. 2004. Are invasive species a major cause of extinctions? Trends in Ecology
and Evolution 19:470-474.
Preston R. 2007. A death in the forest. The New Yorker, December 10:1-13.
Schlaepfer, Sax, Olden. 2010. The potential conservation value of non-native species.
Conservation Biology 25:428-427.
The 3 short readings below are grouped into one pdf file, “2011-2013 Nature”
Davis M, et al. 2011. Don't judge species on their origins. Nature 474:153-154.
Simberloff, Alyokhin, Lockwood, Wickham. 2011. Correspondence. Nature 475:36-37.
Nicholls H. 2013. The 18-km2 rat trap. Nature 497:306-308.
Vellend M. 2017. The biodiversity conservation paradox. American Scientist 105:94-101.
class 7 , mar 4 Climate change
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading
Pinsky, M et al. 2013. Marine taxa track local climate velocities. Science 341: 1239-1242
Pinsky, M et al. 2019. Greater vulnerability to warming of marine versus terrestrial ectotherms.
Nature 569: 108-111, plus Methods (included in pdf) which are not page numbered as they are
online.
Carattini S et al. 2019. How to win public support for a global carbon tax. Nature 565: 289-291
Fargione J et al. 2019. Natural Climate Solutions for the United States. Science Advances 4 :
eaat1869
MIT Technology Review. May/June 2019. Excerpts from special issue, 'Welcome to climate
change.'
Humphries, C. The "mind-boggling" problem of keeping New York dry. Pages 38-39
Buck, H J. How to cool an ocean. Pages 58-61.
Cosier, S. The coming migration catastrophe. Pages 70-71
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class 8, mar 11 In-class writing workshop (this class discussion was cancelled and the in-class
work was submitted remotely due to COVID-19)
due: 10 bullet points on the most important things you learned from the Pechenik readings
due: BRING COMPLETE ROUGH DRAFT OF YOUR MIDTERM PAPER to class in editable
(electronic) format as you will revise it in class
Pechenik J. 2010. A Short Guide to Writing about Biology, Pearson. Chapter 6, Revising, pages
82-125
Pechenik J. 2010. A Short Guide to Writing about Biology, Pearson. Chapter 8, Writing a review
paper, pages 137-147
mar 18 NO CLASS SPRING BREAK

virtual class meeting via WebEx class 9, mar 25 Extinction
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading
due: MIDTERM PAPER - upload to Sakai before class

Sax, D and S Gaines. 2003. Species diversity: from global decreases to local increases. Trends in
Ecology and Evolution 18: 561-566
Dunn, R. 2005. Modern insect extinctions, the neglected majority. Conservation Biology 19:
1030-1036
Hoekstra JM, Boucher TM, Ricketts TH, Roberts C. 2005. Confronting a biome crisis: global
disparities of habitat loss and protection. Ecology Letters 8:23-29
Newbold, T. et al. 2015. Global effects of land use on local terrestrial biodiversity. Nature 520:
45-50
Urban, M. 2015. Accelerating extinction risk from climate change. Science 438: 571-573
Kahn, J. 2018. Should some species be allowed to die out? The New York Times Magazine,
March 13 2018.
See also: Vellend 2017 from class 6

virtual class meeting via WebEx class 10, apr 1 Population growth and resource use
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading
due: 1-PAGE PROGRESS REPORT ON RESEARCH PAPER - upload to Sakai before class

MacKay, D. 2009. Sustainable Energy: Without the Hot Air. Excerpt including pages 2-4, 22-28,
88-94, 103-112. UIT, Cambridge.
Crist, E, Mora, C, Engelman R. 2017. The interaction of human population, food production, and
biodiversity protection. Science 356: 260-264
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Load of Rubbish. 2018. The Economist: 29 Sept, 2018, pages 3-12
Newirk, V. 2018. Trump’s EPA concludes environmental racism is real. The Atlantic: Feb 28,
2018, pages 1-5
Our World in Data 2020. Graphs excerpted from ourworldindata.org, from three sections: M
Roser, H Ritchie, and E Ortiz-Ospina 2019, World population growth, H Ritchie and M Roser
2020, Environmental impacts of food production; H Ritchie and M Roser 2018, Energy.

virtual class meeting via WebEx

class 11, apr 8 Human-dominated habitats
There is no weekly writing assignment this week. Instead, we will do an in-class writing
assignment that covers this week's readings.
Edwards DP, Larsen TH, Teegan DS, Docherty FA, Ansell WW, Hsu MA, Derhé, Hamer KC,
Wilcove DC. 2010. Degraded Lands Worth Protecting: The Biological Importance of Southeast
Asia's Repeatedly Logged Forests Proc Biol Sci. B. Published online 2010: 1-9 doi:10.1098/rspb.
2010.1062
Mendenhall, C, D Karp, C Meyer, E Hadly, and G Daily. 2014. Predicting biodiversity change and
averting collapse in agricultural landscapes. Nature 509: 213-217
Kremen, C. 2016. Reframing the land sharing / land sparing debate for biodiversity
conservation. The Year in Ecology and Conservation Ecology 1355: 52-76
Ellis, E. 2019. Sharing the land between nature and people. Science 364: 1226-1228

virtual class meeting via WebEx class 12, apr 15 Human culture & ideas
Guest Instructor: Rene Clark
due: weekly writing assignment with summary of each reading

Hardin G. 1968. The Tragedy of the Commons. Science 162(3859):1243-1250.
Louv R. 2008. Last child in the woods: saving our children from nature-deficit disorder.
Algonquin Books, Chapel Hill, NC [20 page excerpt]
Masuda YJ, Scharks T. 2018. Science communication is receiving a lot of attention, but there’s
room for improvement. Pages 115-120 in Kareiva D, et al., editors. Effective Conservation
Science: Data Not Dogma. Oxford University Press, New York.
Skelly DK. 2018. From Silent Spring to the Frog of War: the forgotten role of natural history in
conservation science. Pages 85-89 in Kareiva D, et al., editors. Effective Conservation Science:
Data Not Dogma. Oxford University Press, New York.
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virtual class meeting via WebEx class 13, April 22 In-class writing workshop

due: 1-page self-assessment of your writing. One page that summarizes (1) the comments you
have received in the course thus far with respect to what aspects of your writing most need to
be improved, and (2) the recommendations from Pechenik 2010, Bullock 2009, and Zinsser
2006 that you feel would most improve your writing if you implemented them. In order to do
well on this assignment, you will need to read over all your graded written work from the
course, re-read the Pechenik chapters from week 8, Bullock 2009 Norton Field Guide to Writing,
and Zinsser 2006 On Writing Well, all of which are in the Writing Resources folder on Sakai. This
assignment will be worth 10 points (replaces WWA).
due: HAVE A COMPLETE ROUGH DRAFT OF YOUR FINAL PAPER ready for this class as you will
revise it in class and will exchange papers with another student.
There will be a in-class assignment about organizing your final paper, which will be turned in at
the end of class for 10 points (replaces quiz and in-class discussion).
We will complete course evaluations in class.
class 14, April 29 NO CLASS
FINAL RESEARCH PAPER Due on Sakai by 9:15am Friday, May 1
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Syllabus: Course Objectives and Assessment
Instructor: Professor Rachael Winfree, ENR room 128, rwinfree@rutgers.edu
Office Hours: By appointment
Class meeting time: Wednesday 9:15-12:15 in ENR room 123
Pre-requisite: Gen Bio 115/116
Course Objectives
1. To gain an understanding of the effects of technology and human population growth on
species, ecosystems, and human communities.
2. To understand the environmental impact of agricultural and industrial systems on animal,
plant and human communities.
3. To learn and understand the biological and social underpinnings of conservation
through extensive scientific and non-scientific readings. To be able to follow and
critique complex ecological arguments regardless of whether they were from a
research article in Science or a popular journalistic article. To be able to detect the
main points of the readings, to identify their main strengths and weaknesses, to give
concise evaluations of each reading, and to understand why each reading was
assigned.
4. To write clear, concise weekly short reports on the readings, explaining the points listed in 3;
critically analyze scientific articles in writing an informed and coherent longer paper.
5. To learn and be able to write in the scientific language appropriate for Conservation Ecology
and for general Ecology/Evolution journals.
6. To be able to join creatively in articulate, informed class discussions of the readings.
Course Learning Goals
1. To become familiar with the major environmental challenges of our time, and their
interactions: species extinctions, terrestrial and marine habitat destruction, climate
change, invasive species, and environmental consequences of food and energy systems,
among others. To be able to use scientific and technological information to evaluate the
potential effectiveness of proposed responses to the challenges. To understand and
evaluate the often opposing opinions that each challenge generates.
2. To use the corrective feedback acquired in class discussions to improve the students' ability
to evaluate and discuss novel problems.
3. To be able to write in scientific language appropriate to the field of Conservation Ecology and
to be able to evaluate peer-reviewed scientific articles for their scientific merit and be able to
summarize conclusions effectively.
4. To be able to cite references appropriately.
5. To appropriately, knowledgeably, and concisely contribute to class discussions, including the
ability to lead the class discussion on one paper during the term.
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Grading policy
Grades will be assigned according to the following thresholds: 90% of possible points is an A, 80% B,
70% C, 60% D, 50% F. Total points for the course 400. Broken down as: 12 class meetings at 20
points per class (quiz + weekly writing assignment + class participation), 10 points for leading
discussion of a paper, 50 points for midterm paper, 100 points for final paper.
• There are three types of assignments for each class meeting. Starting at 9:15am there will be an
in-class Sakai quiz on the readings assigned for discussion in that day's class (5 pts). A weekly
writing assignment based on the readings is due to Sakai before class (10 pts). Evaluation of the
student's participation during class will be worth 5 points (note that in terms of where they are
reported, these 5 points are included in the grading total for the weekly writing assignment,
which will be graded out of 15 points on Sakai). Students who are not in class receive no credit
for these assignments.
• There are two longer essay / research papers, which represent the midterm and final grades.
The midterm paper is a book review of either Quammen's The Song of the Dodo or Kolbert's The
Sixth Extinction (50 pts). The final research paper is developed on a topic of the student's choice
(100 pts). Papers turned in late immediately lose one letter grade and continue to lose one
letter grade per day thereafter. 'Late' is defined as after the Sakai Assignments site closes for
that assignment. No extensions on any assignment unless requested by a Dean (longer-term
medical or family reasons) or by a written note from a doctor (short-term illness).
• Work handed in for this course will be run through plagiarism detection software and plagiarism
will be reported to Rutgers University administration, with the attendant grade consequences.
Assessment of performance on assignments
1. Quizzes (5 pts) will be assessed on:
- multiple choice, assessed as a percentage correct
2. Weekly writing assignments (10 pts) plus in-class participation (5 pts) will be assessed on:
- succinctness and clarity in summarizing the readings
- ability of the student to clearly evaluate the scientific merit of the paper
- ability to evaluate the paper's relevance to the scientific and public communities
- use of appropriate vocabulary and language
- spelling and grammar
3. Leading paper discussion (10 pts) will be assessed as above
4. Midterm paper (50 pts) will be assessed on:
- succinctness and clarity in identifying the main points of the book
- logical progression (i.e., intellectual organization) and originality of ideas
- higher-order thinking: synthesis, analysis, insight, drawing connections among disparate sources
- spelling, grammar, vocabulary, and language
5. Research Paper (100 pts) will be assessed on:
- logical progression (i.e., intellectual organization) and originality of ideas
- higher-order thinking: synthesis, analysis, insight, drawing connections among disparate sources
- relevance of paper to one or more central themes of the course
- succinctness and clarity in identifying the main issues the paper addresses
- ability to evaluate scientific merit and credibility of sources
- the number and quality of references used
2
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- spelling, grammar, vocabulary, and language
Absence policy
Attendance is mandatory. In-class participation in discussion of the assigned papers is an important part
of the course grade. Students will receive no credit for work (quiz, in-class discussion/participation,
weekly writing assignment) that was due on the day they were absent. Absences can only be excused
by a Dean (longer-term medical or family reasons) or by a written note from a doctor (short-term
illness).
Required readings
Students are required to purchase either David Quammen 1996, The Song of the Dodo:
Island Biogeography in the Age of Extinction (Scribners, 647 pages), or Elizabeth Kolbert
2014, The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural History (Henry Holt, 294 pages). Books are not at
the bookstore; either can be purchased for about $10 from various online sources (e.g.,
amazon). All other required readings for the course will be made available on the course
Sakai site as pdfs in the Resources folder.
Academic Integrity
All students are expected to follow University policies on academic integrity:
http://academicintegrity.rutgers.edu/ . Selections from this guide are copied and pasted
below.
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SEBS/SAS CORE CURRICULUM LEARNING GOALS
21stCENTURY CHALLENGES
c. Analyze the relationship that science and technology have to contemporary social issues.
Global climate change, global food supply, consequences of overuse of agrochemicals /
pharmaceuticals / antibiotics for the environment and human health, energy use, and genetic
engineering, are among the many social issues dealt with in this course from a scientific and
technological perspective.
COGNITIVE SKILLS AND PROCESSES: WRITING AND COMMUNICATION
t. Communicate effectively in modes appropriate to a discipline or area of inquiry.
In their weekly writing assignments and in the two longer papers assigned in the course, I
require that the students follow the standard style found in scientific journals. Students are
expected to use the vocabulary appropriate to the field of Conservation Ecology and Ecology
generally.
u. Evaluate and critically assess sources and use the conventions of attribution and citation
correctly.
In their papers, I require that the students provide citations for all information, and that the
citations follow the standard style used in the journal Conservation Biology. Students are told
that journals cited and citation style are among the most important criteria used in the course
for assessment.
v. Analyze and synthesize information and ideas from multiple sources to generate new insights.
The readings in this course will range from books (eg., The Sixth Extinction, Elizabeth Kolbert,
Bloomsbury, 2014) to peer-reviewed journal articles from the world's top scientific journals
such as Science and Nature. The readings will cover from the 1970’s to the present, and will
range in authorship from an opinion piece by the Dalai Lama to technical papers by leading
scientists. This will provide the students with a wide range of source material from which
they will learn to summarize and synthesize multiple viewpoints. All of the writing
assignments in the course require analysis and synthesis.
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21stCENTURY CHALLENGES
GOAL c - Analyze the relationship that science and technology have to a contemporary social issue.
Relevant
assignments
Weekly writing
assignments
Research paper

Weekly writing
assignments
Research
paper

OUTSTANDING (A)

GOOD (B)

Understands how
advances in science
and technology explain
many of the causes of
complex sociotechnological issues
such as global climate
change and declines of
global food supply.

Understands the
advantages and
limitations of
science and
technology in
explaining specific
environmental
issues.

Has a comprehensive
understanding of the
limitations and
advantages of ways
currently suggested to
cope with
environmental issues.

Shows ability to deal
realistically with the
suggested "solutions"
to particular
environmental
problems.
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SATISFACTORY
(C)
Is able to explain
how the scientific
and non-scientific
readings in the
course complement
each other with
respect to
environmental
issues.

UNSATISFACTORY
(D/F)
Cannot understand
how science and
technology can clarify
contemporary
environmental issues.

Shows creativity in
proposing
environmental
solutions, and
understands some
of their potential
shortfalls.

Fails to identify
possible solutions or
the need for possible
solutions of current
environmental
problems..
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COGNITIVE SKILLS AND PROCESSES: WRITING AND COMMUNICATION

GOAL t – Student is able to communicate effectively in modes appropriate to a discipline or area of
inquiry.
OUTSTANDING
Weekly writing Clearly written,
assignments
concise and eloquent,
without excess
Midterm paper verbiage using
appropriate scientific
language.
Research
paper

GOOD
Well-argued and
well-reasoned with
minor errors in
language usage.
Few grammar and
spelling errors.
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SATISFACTORY
Writing allows
reader to follow the
argument and relate
it to the teachings
but shows little use
of appropriate
language.

UNSATISFACTORY
(D/F)
Writing is difficult
to follow, lacking
in coherent ideas.
Padded.
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GOAL u – Evaluate and critically assess sources and use the conventions of attribution and citation
correctly.
SATISFACTORY
UNSATISFACTORY
OUTSTANDING (A) GOOD (B)
(C)
(D/F)
Research
Can independently
With some guidance, With guidance, can Does not understand
paper
find necessary
can find necessary
find and assess the
how to find the
sources, including
sources and assess
reliability of most
necessary sources, or
electronic sources, and their reliability.
of the relevant
how to assess their
evaluate their
sources.
reliability.
credibility, bias, and
timeliness.
Research paper Cites a comprehensive Cites some relevant
Cites a limited
Sources, if cited at all,
range of relevant and
sources, though not
number of sources, are irrelevant to the
appropriate sources,
all clearly connected not all relevant.
topic or discipline,
and applies
and/or inaccurately
to the argument.
Notable errors in
appropriate
characterized. Fails to
Applies appropriate
applying
conventions for
appropriate
apply appropriate
conventions for
attribution and citation attribution and
conventions for
conventions for
accurately.
citation & attribution.*
citation, with
attribution and
perhaps a few
citation
technical mistakes
(misplaces
punctuation, etc.)
*Cases of suspected plagiarism should be reported to the department undergraduate chair and/or Judicial Affairs
in the Office of the Dean of Students. http://judicialaffairs.rutgers.edu/
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GOAL v – Student is able to: Analyze and synthesize information and ideas from multiple sources to
generate new insights.
OUTSTANDING

GOOD

Weekly writing Demonstrates both in
assignments
the written reports and
class discussion a
Midterm paper sophisticated
understanding of the
evidence and
Research
arguments in the
paper
readings and other
sources, and an ability
to synthesize this
information into
cohesive analyses of
complex issues.

Can understand the
main thrusts of the
readings, and can
use the scientific
and non-scientific
materials of the
course to put these
arguments in a
critical context.

All 12 weekly
writing
assignments.

Makes some effort
to explore larger
implications and
connections;
demonstrating
original/insightful
thinking; and/or
explicates limits of
findings.

Midterm paper
Research paper

Explores larger
implications and
connections;
demonstrating
original/insightful
thinking; and/or
explicates limits of
findings.
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SATISFACTORY

UNSATISFACTORY
(D/F)

Shows
comprehension of
most of the
readings, with some
gaps. Can
reproduce the
arguments advanced
in these readings,
but is not able to use
other course
materials to evaluate
them, and does not
put the readings in a
larger context.
Demonstrates little
awareness of larger
implications and
connections and/or
limits of findings.
Little evidence of
original/insightful
thinking.

Lacks the reading
comprehension skills
to extract the main
points of the scientific
and non-scientific
readings. Does not
know how to criticize
the many
environmental
hypotheses or how to
fit them into a bigger
picture.
Demonstrates scant to
no awareness of larger
implications and
connections and/or
limits of findings.
Scant to no evidence
of original/insightful
thinking.

